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Introduction

High-dimensional problems are everywhere now.
Hopeless without some structural assumptions.
Sparsity is a common type of structure, i.e., most signals are
zero/small but a few are large.
An assumed structure is “prior information,” so Bayesians
incorporate this structure via a prior.
But except for this vague notion of structure, we usually don’t
know anything.
And since it’s high-dim, the choice of prior on the structurespecific parameters actually matters!
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Intro, cont.

Priors that lead to posteriors with
relatively easy computation are thin-tailed and have suboptimal theoretical properties
good theoretical properties are heavier-tailed and more difficult
to compute with.

Do we have to choose between theory and computation?
I say NO!
Take-away messages:
Tails don’t matter if centering is right.
To get the centering right, we need to use the data, i.e., an
empirical prior.
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This talk

Sparse normal mean problem
empirical prior construction
posterior concentration results
uncertainty quantification

Beyond the sparse normal mean problem
a piecewise polynomial structure
high-dim regression

A general theory?
Two applications:
sparse precision matrix estimation
monotone density estimation

Concluding remarks
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Sparse normal means problem

Y n = (Y1 , . . . , Yn ), independent, Yi ∼ N(θi , 1).
High-dim, since each Yi has its own θi .
Assume vector θ is sparse, i.e., most θi ’s are 0.
Non-Bayesian approach might be to do soft or hard
thresholding, e.g., lasso.
How about a Bayesian approach?
Express θ vector as a pair (S, θS ):
S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} denotes the location of non-zeros
θS the |S|-vector of non-zero values.

Need a prior for (S, θS )...
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Sparse normal means, cont.

Prior for θ = (S, θS ):
Sparsity assumption motivates a marginal prior for S.
But what about the conditional prior for θS ?

Conjugate normal prior for θS would be simple.
However, thin-tail priors for θS are sub-optimal.1
Consequently, good theory requires tails to be heavier than
normal, which makes computation difficult.
Apparently theory and computation are at odds.
Or maybe not...

1

e.g., Castillo & van der Vaart, Ann. Statist., 2012
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Sparse normal means, cont.

Idea: Why not let data help guide the choice of θS prior?
Marginal prior πn (S) for S:
|S| ∼ f (s) ∝ n−as , s = 0, . . . , n, where a > 0.
Given the size, S is uniform over all configs of that size.

Conditional prior for θS , given S:
πn (θS | S) = N|S| (YS , γ −1 I|S| ),

γ ∈ (0, 1).

Conditional prior for θS , given S, times the marginal prior for
S gives an empirical prior for θ — call it Πn .
Intuition:
informative prior on the thing we know about, S;
“non-informative” on the thing we don’t know about, θS
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Sparse normal means, cont.

Combine prior and likelihood in almost the usual way:
Πn (dθ) ∝ Ln (θ)α Πn (dθ),

α ∈ (0, 1).

The power α is unusual — more on this later.
Relatively simple computations thanks to:
closed-form expression for posterior of S,
“closed-form” marginal posterior for each θi , more later.

Good theoretical properties too...
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Sparse normal means, cont.

Summary of theoretical results spread over several papers.
Recovery.23
For any s ? = o(n),
sup
θ ? :|Sθ? |=s ?

Eθ? Πn ({θ : kθ − θ? k2 & s ? log(n/s ? )}) → 0.

Posterior mean is an asymptotically minimax estimator.
Πn supported on a set of dimension roughly s ? .

2
3

M. and Walker, arXiv:1304.7366
M., Mess, and Walker arXiv:1406.7718
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Sparse normal means, cont.

Average value of kθ̂ − θ? k2 in 100 replicates at n = 200.
s?
θS? ?
BL
DL
HS
EB

10 = 0.05n
7
8
65
69
16
14
16
15
13
12

20 = 0.10n
7
8
100 103
33
31
36
34
24
24

40 = 0.20n
7
8
133 137
66
60
72
70
49
49

(BL = Bayesian lasso; DL = Dirichlet–Laplace; HS = horseshoe)
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Sparse normal means, cont.

Structure Learning.45
Inclusion probability satisfies
pkn

(
0
:= π (S 3 k) →
1
n

if θk? = 0
if |θk? |2 & log n.

If all non-zero |θi? | are “large enough,” i.e., if
min |θj? | & (log n)1/2 ,

j∈S ?

(“beta-min”)

then Eθ? π n (S = S ? ) → 1, where S ? = Sθ? .

4
5

M., Mess, and Walker arXiv:1406.7718
M. and Ning, arXiv:1812.02150
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Sparse normal means, cont.
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? = 7, others zero.
n = 200 and θ1? = · · · = θ10
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Sparse normal means, cont.

Uncertainty quantification.6
Marginal posterior for θk is available in “closed-form,”
(1 − pkn ) δ0 + pkn N(Yk , vα ),
where pkn is the inclusion prob and vα = (α + γ)−1 .
When does marginal credible interval for θk achieve the target
coverage prob, at least asymptotically?
If α + γ ≤ 1, and if something similar to beta-min (slightly
weaker but messier) holds, then
n
lim sup Pθ? {Ck,ζ
(Y n ) 63 θk? } ≤ ζ.
n→∞

6

M. and Ning, arXiv:1812.02150
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Sparse normal means, cont.
? , rest equal 0).
n = 200, θ? = (five 7’s, five 1.5’s, θ11
Check coverage and length of 95% credible interval for θ11 .

3
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Mean Length
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EB2
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0.0

Coverage Prob

0.8

4

1.0

HS: σ 2 = 1 fixed, τ via MMLE, horseshoe package
EB1: α = 0.99, γ = 0.01, from arXiv:1304.7366
EB2: α = 0.99, γ = 0.01, based on arXiv:1406.7718
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Remarks about α
The power α is just a technical device7 and, therefore, might
be a concern for some (not me).
Can absorb α into the empirical prior, regularization,
Πn (dθ) ∝ Ln (θ)

Πn (dθ)
,
Ln (θ)1−α

so it looks more like a regular Bayesian update.
There are other ways8 to hide/avoid α < 1.
Anyway, the theory holds for α arbitrarily close to 1 where
results are practically the same as α = 1.
I think of α as providing extra flexibility...
7

α = 1 requires a different proof, generally gives slower rates
M. and Walker (arXiv:1604.05734) show that α < 1 is needed only for
adaptation; also it’s possible to “hide” the α-regularization in the prior for S.
8
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Beyond sparse normal means

The above formulation seems especially tailored to the sparse
normal means problem.
Can other problems/structures be handled similarly?
The approach is actually quite general — more later.
For now, two cases similar to that above:
normal mean with piecewise constant structure
high-dim linear regression
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Piecewise polynomial structure
Consider the same normal means model
ind

Yi ∼ N(θi , σ 2 ),

i = 1, . . . , n.

This time, however, the vector θ isn’t sparse; instead, it has a
piecewise polynomial structure.9
Plot shows piecewise constant — my focus here.

9

Liu, M., and Shen, arXiv:1712.03848
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Piecewise, cont.

The mean vector can be described via:
a block configuration B (a simple partition)
a vector θB of block-specific parameters

This is not-too-complicated in the piecewise constant case;
basically, for fixed B, it’s analysis of variance.
More complicated for general piecewise polynomial...
Same idea from before can be applied here:
use a low-complexity assumption to construct a prior for B
let the data inform prior for B-specific parameters θB .
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Piecewise, cont.

Piecewise constant case only here!
Marginal prior πn (B) for B:
|B| ∼ fn (b) ∝ n−λ(b−1) , b = 1, . . . , n
uniform on all B of given size |B|.

Conditional prior for θB , given B:
θB(s) ∼ N(θ̂B(s) , v |B(s)|−1 ),
ind

s = 1, . . . , |B|,

where the θ̂B(s) ’s are from ANOVA.
Combine the induced prior Πn for θ = (B, θB ) with (α power
of likelihood) to get a posterior Πn .
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Piecewise, cont.

Summary of the theoretical properties.
Concentration rate:
Eθ? Πn ({θ ∈ Rn : kθ − θ? k2 & |Bθ? | log n}) → 0.
Matches the minimax optimal rate except for in highcomplexity cases where, e.g., |Bθ? | = O(n/ log n).

Structure learning:
Eθ? π n (Bθ? ) → 1 if, among other things,
(min block size of θ? ) × (min jump size in θ? )2 & log n.
Conditions match the best I’ve seen in the change-point
detection literature.10

10

Fryzlewicz, Ann. Statist., 2014
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Piecewise, cont.

Compare proposed method (left) with trend filtering (right).
Over 1000 simulated data sets; |B ? | = 7.
Method
EB
TF

Ekθ̂ − θ? k2
0.70
1.52

E|B̂|
7.01
8.77

P(B̂ = B ? )
0.19
0.05

P(B̂ ⊃ B ? )
0.19
0.28

P(B̂ ⊂ B ? )
0.19
0.07
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High-dim linear regression

Similar things can be done for regression,11
Y = X β + ε,
where Y is a n-vector, X is a n × p matrix, with p  n.
For sparse β, write β = (S, βS ).
Empirical prior Πn for β is like before:
(βS | S) ∼ N|S| (β̂S , γ −1 (XS> XS )−1 ).
Posterior: Πn (dβ) ∝ Ln (β)α Πn (dβ).
Is this posterior any good?

11

M., Mess, and Walker arXiv:1406.7718
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High-dim linear regression, cont.
Good computational and theoretical properties.
Computation:
Conjugate normal prior, can integrate out βS
Marginal posterior for S, simple Metropolis.

Convergence theory:
Minimax optimal rate with respect to kX β − X β ? k.
Optimal rate for kβ − β ? k.
Model selection consistency.

Other recent things:
good/optimal prediction;12
adaptation to correlation in X ;13
variational approximation.14
12

M. and Tang, arXiv:1903.00961
Liu, Yang, Bondell, M., arXiv:1810.00739
14
Yang and M., arXiv:2007.15930
13
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High-dim linear regression, cont.
Model selection results.15
Rows of X : normal, pairwise correlation 0.25.
n = 200, p = 1000, σ 2 = 1.
True signal: βS? ? = (0.6, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4, 3.0)> .
Method
BASAD
BASAD.BIC
BCR.Joint
Lasso.BIC
EN.BIC
SCAD.BIC
EB
15

P(Ŝ = S ? )
0.930
0.720
0.090
0.020
0.325
0.650
0.945

P(Ŝ ⊇ S ? )
0.950
0.990
0.250
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.990

Setting and results taken from Narisetty & He, Ann. Statist., 2014.
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A general formulation/theory?

Two examples above are still “normal.”
Question: Is it possible to do the empirical prior construction
for more general kinds of problems?
Yes! New strategy16 based on an empirical KL condition.
This is messy, so I have a modest goal:
share with you the basic idea
one or two examples

16

M. and Walker, arXiv:1604.05734
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General theory

In a Bayesian setting, good asymptotic properties require that
the prior put sufficient mass near the true θ? .
Don’t know θ? so it’s not obvious how to arrange this.
This brings us back to the tails of the prior...
Remember:
tails don’t matter if the centering is right.
The “right” centering depends on data.
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General theory, cont.

KL condition: if the target rate is εn , then the prior should
assign sufficient mass to the set
{θ ∈ Θn : n−1 K (pθn? , pθn ) ≤ ε2n }.
Since we don’t know θ? , tails need to be chosen carefully.
Or we could try an informative center...
Idea: Replace KL condition with an empirical version?
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General theory, cont.

For a suitable sieve, Θn , let be θ̂n a sieve MLE, and
2

Ln = {θ ∈ Θn : Ln (θ) ≥ e −cnεn Ln (θ̂n )}.
Empirical KL-condition: Prior Πn satisfies
2

Πn (Ln ) > e −Cnεn ,

all large n.

Key consequence:
Posterior denominator: Dn =
−(c+C )nε2n

R
Θn

{Ln (θ)/Ln (θ? )} Πn (dθ).

Claim: Dn > e
forR large n.
Proof is immediate: Dn > Ln · · · Πn (dθ)
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General theory, cont.

Lower-bounding the posterior denominator Dn is key.
Automatic under the empirical KL condition.
Roughly, the general result17 assumes:
sieve has good approximation properties
empirical KL condition holds
prior tails aren’t too heavy

If these conditions are satisfied for a particular sequence εn ,
then the posterior concentrates around θ? at that rate.
This is for non-adaptive rates; adaptation is more complicated.

17

M. and Walker, arXiv:1604.05734
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What do empirical priors look like?

Empirical priors are “non-informative” but not in the
traditional sense.
That is, depending on the context, it may be that Πn is
collapsing as n → ∞, i.e., it’s not diffuse.
For example, in regular finite-dim problems, above procedure
would suggest a prior with variance O(n−1 ).
Seems counter-intuitive, but:
no benefit to informative centering if the spread is wide!
ultimately, rate isn’t affected by prior concentration.

Open question: What impact, if any, does the collapsing prior
have on coverage of credible sets?18

18

I don’t believe there’s a concern, and maybe α < 1 helps.
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Sparse precision matrix estimation

iid

Suppose Y1 , . . . , Yn ∼ Np (0, Ω−1 ), where Ω is an unknown
p × p precision matrix, where p < n.
What does sparsity mean in this context?
Ωjk = 0 iff Y1,j and Y1,k are conditionally independent.
So, sparse Ω implies relatively simple dependence structure.

Goal: estimate the sparse precision matrix Ω.
“High-dimensional” because p = pn → ∞.
Can apply the general theory above to construct an empirical
prior and a posterior with good concentration properties.
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Sparse precision matrix, cont.

Structure determined by an underlying graph G .
As before, write Ω = (G , ΩG ), and do the hierarchical thing:
sparsity-inducing marginal prior on G
some reasonable conditional prior for ΩG , given G .

G -Wishart prior is conjugate, could be reasonable...
We19 proposed an empirical G-Wishart prior, designed to
achieve that empirical KL condition above.
Relevant points about G -Wishart:
scalar shape parameter δ > 0;
b −1 , the
scale matrix, which we take proportional to Ω
G
G -specific (sieve) MLE;
intractable normalizing constant!

19

Liu and M., arXiv:1912.03807
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Sparse precision matrix, cont.

True precision matrix: Ω? = (G ? , Ω?G ? ).
Assumptions:
p ∼ nc for c ∈ [0, 1), and p + |G ? | = o(n/ log p)
G ? is decomposable
Eigenvalues of Ω? bounded away from 0 and ∞.

Result: Under the three assumptions above,
sup EΩ? Πn {kΩ − Ω? k2F & n−1 (p + |G ? |) log p} → 0.

Ω? ∈PG ?

Rate is optimal (except for the log term).
Decomposability isn’t needed for the method...
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Sparse precision matrix, cont.

This is a complex model, computation is non-trivial.
Conjugacy makes it possible to integrate out ΩG to get a
marginal posterior for G .
How to evaluate the prior normalizing constant?
Laplace approximation? Depends on δ:
With a fixed prior center, δ needs to be small for the sake of
non-informativeness, hence Laplace approx doesn’t work.
With a data-driven prior center, δ can be relatively large, hence
Laplace approx works!

Having justification for use of Laplace approximation
substantially speeds up computations.
Numerical results in the paper confirm its accuracy.
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Sparse precision matrix, cont.
AR(2) covariance structure: corresponding Ω? and G ?

p = 30
SP
SE
GL
0.94
0.68
BGL
0.95
0.57
GW
0.99
0.88
eGW
0.99
0.88
(SP = specificity; SE =

Method

p = 50
p = 100
MCC
SP
SE
MCC
SP
SE
MCC
0.64
0.95
0.68
0.61
0.96
0.68
0.55
0.64
0.98
0.49
0.58
1.00
0.43
0.55
0.89
0.97
0.81
0.76
0.96
0.59
0.54
0.89
0.99
0.83
0.87
0.99
0.62
0.74
sensitivity; MCC = Matthews correlation coefficient)
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Monotone density estimation

Estimate a monotone non-increasing density f with bounded
support [0, T ]; paper20 handles more general case.
Such densities have a mixture-of-uniforms representation
Z
f (x) = k(x | µ) ω(dµ), k(x | µ) = µ−1 1(x ≤ µ).
Take a sieve of finite mixtures
fθ (x) =

Jn
X

ωj k(x | µj ),

θ = (ω, µ).

j=1

Prior on θ leads to prior on f .

20

M., arXiv:1706.08567
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Monotone density, cont.

Sieve: mixtures with S-many components, µ’s in [t, T ].
Let θ̂ = (ω̂, µ̂) be sieve MLE.
Prior for θ = (ω, µ):
ω and µ independent;
ω is Dir(α̂) with α̂j = 1 + c ω̂j ;
µj is Par(µ̂j , δ).

Simple model, Pareto is conjugate to uniform kernel.
Existing Bayes results can’t use conjugate Pareto prior.
Need to choose (J, t, T , c, δ) carefully, theory helps.
R code on my website.
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Monotone density, cont.

Target rate: εn = (log n)1/3 n−1/3 , near minimax.
Rate doesn’t depend on true f ? , no adaptation needed.
Conditions:
Jn ∝ ε−1
n ;
cn ∝ nε−2
n ;
δn log(Tn /tn ) ∝ log n.

Result: for any f ? monotone, supported on [0, T ? ], with
f ? (0) < ∞, the posterior Πn above satisfies
Ef ? Πn ({f : H(f ? , f ) & εn }) → 0.
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Monotone density, cont.
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Monotone density, cont.
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Conclusion
For high-dim problems, incorporating structure is key.
We often have relevant information about the structure.
But a “good” prior for the structure-specific parameters can
be difficult to come by.
Empirical priors have some nice features:
good rates and model selection properties
promising in uncertainty quantification
fast to compute?!?!

Some general theory available, but still some questions.
e.g., what role does the power α play?
Two examples I’m currently interested in are:
mixture models
sparse GLMs
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The end... except for a commercial
Thank you!
rgmarti3@ncsu.edu
www4.stat.ncsu.edu/~rmartin
An open-access, open peer-review publication platform is now
available, with some exciting new features coming soon.

For more details, check out
www.researchers.one
www.twitter.com/@ResearchersOne
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